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I love using exit tickets for assessment because they are:
• Short and quick to have students complete
• Easy to grade and give you valuable data

I like to use exit tickets throughout the unit to monitor student 
understanding of each skill. At the end of the lesson, give each 
student one exit ticket, and allow him or her to read and answer 
the corresponding questions. Collect the exit tickets, assess, and 
use the data to determine if your students need reteaching, more 
practice, or are ready for a larger assessment and the next unit.

There are four exit tickets for each skill. Each subsequent exit 
ticket is more challenging, so I recommend you use the exit tickets 
in order. 

If you have a more advanced class, you can give the exit 
ticket as a pre-assessment, as well. This can help you determine if 
students need explicit instruction in a particular skill or not. If the 
majority of your students do not need explicit instruction, you can 
teach those who do using small groups. 
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Operations 
& 

Algebraic 
Thinking
2. OA.A.1
2.OA.B.2
2.OA.C.3
2.OA.C.4



Word Problems #1 Name: _____________________________ Date: ____________

1. Carmen had a package of 20 new gel pens. Bobby gave her 18 more gel pens. How many gel pens does Carmen have 
now?

2. Aaron counted 88 little Oreos in the bag at home. He packed 25 cookies in his lunch box for snack. How many 
cookies were still in his bag at home?

3. Cammie runs a farm in the country. She has 37 hens who are taking care of 45 chicks. How many chickens does 
Cammie have altogether?

4. Cammie also has a herd of 80 cows that are either solid white or white with brown spots. If 52 of Cammie’s cows 
are white with brown spots, how many cows are solid white?

How confident are you with today’s lesson?

2.OA.A.1

Word Problems #1 Name: _____________________________ Date: ____________2.OA.A.1

1. Carmen had a package of 20 new gel pens. Bobby gave her 18 more gel pens. How many gel pens does Carmen have 
now?

2. Aaron counted 88 little Oreos cookies in the bag at home. He packed 25 cookies in his lunch box for snack. How 
many cookies were still in his bag at home?

3. Cammie runs a farm in the country. She has 37 hens who are taking care of 45 chicks. How many chickens does 
Cammie have altogether?

4. Cammie also has a herd of 80 cows that are either solid white or white with brown spots. If 52 of Cammie’s cows 
are white with brown spots, how many cows are solid white?

How confident are you with today’s lesson?
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